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Shared Agency, Plural Intentions, and Institutions 
 

 

The Necessity Thesis = every institutional action necessarily depends on a collective or shared intention, i.e. all institutional actions are necessarily 
social actions of some kind and institutional facts are a subset of social facts. (Coined and refuted by Frank Hindriks 2018, 354).  
 

Issues with Collective Intentionality:  
 

• Innumerable examples of institutional facts that do not entail direct cooperation. Institutional action is often characterized by authority, 
hierarchy, and alienation where “cooperation” is at best contrived and not based on collective consideration or shared deliberation.  
 

• Occurrent collective attitudes (”we-intentions”) are not only unnecessary to model certain kinds of institutional behavior (e.g. imitators and 
automatons), they are unnecessary to model small scale cooperative social interactions.  
 

Shared Intentional Agency (SIA):  
 

• On Michael Bratman’s (2014) theory of shared agency, shared intentional action (sufficient for modest sociality resulting in a joint activity) 
consists in appropriately interlocking, sub-plan meshing, interdependent shared plural intentions of individual agents that mutually 
responsively result in a joint activity as a shared end (such as dancing a tango or painting a house with a friend). Bratman does not use the 
term “plural intention” which is adopted from Shapiro (2014) following Velleman (2001) characterizing Bratman.  
 

• Plural intentions are individual attitudes expressed with social content rather than with a plural subject or from a collective perspective, e.g. 
“I intend that we J” where J is a joint activity of two or more persons.   
 

• Mere strategic interaction does not constitute shared intentional activity; and yet, no further collective we-attitudes are necessary to 
explain shared intentional activities beyond a web of interlocking individual attitudes with plural (social) content (See Bratman, 1999: 153). 
 

Equilibrium-Based Models (Guala and Hindriks, 2015)   
 

• Institutional activity can be explained by correlated equilibria of coordination conventions involving  singular intentions of rational agents 
(e.g. expectations, preferences, beliefs, desires, and goals) engaged in strategic interaction.  

 

• An institutional norm is a coordination convention augmented with deontic force designed to incentivize maintaining the pattern of action 
in an equilibrium.  

 

Issues with Equilibrium-Based Models 
 

• The mechanism that induces players not to pursue their own selfish ends is not reducible to the pattern of action it incentivizes. H.L.A’s 
(1961) distinguishes a social rule from a social habit, which not only provides a reason to conform, but also a reason to criticize others for 
non-conformity. Both of these elements are missing from the rules-in-equilibrium model.  
 

• In Lewisian coordination conventions people are motivated to conform to a practice because others also abide by the convention. This 
conformist rationale has unavoidably plural (social) content.  Moreover, this rationale does not account for alienated or fundamentalist 
participants who are motivated by self-interested conformity or independent ideals (Shapiro 2011, 108-110)(Bratman 2011, 80). 
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Shared Action - Shared Intention (SASI) Principle. An event is a shared action only if it is explainable by a shared intention. (Coined and refuted by 
Shapiro 2014, 275).  
 

“Massively Shared Agency” (Shapiro, 2014) 
 

• SASI is “hyper-committed” and unable to account for forms of “massively shared agency” in rule-governed institutional practices in which 
participants may not even have any knowledge of each other.  

  

• Shared intentional activity involving authority relations (SIAA) consists in vertically interlocking, mesh imposed, authority directed, non-
interdependent, “shared plan” following singular intentions that non-mutually-responsively result in a joint activity.  
 

• Alienated participants can intentionally act together even though none of them share, nor even possesses, any plural intentions.  
 

• “Shared plans” are a complex of mental states functionally equivalent to shared intentions in coordinating group action and planning, and 
resolving conflict in the absence of shared deliberation.  

 

Issues with “Massively Shared Agency” and ”Shared Plans”  
 

• “Shared plans” do not entail shared ends, a critical feature of shared agency, because to accept a shared plan, on Shapiro’s formulation, one 
is not required to know the content of the plan other than one’s limited part in it.  

 

• In fact, “massively shared agency” does not necessarily involve shared intentional action. The notion therefore does not supply a good 
reason to reject SASI as a principle of shared agency. Though a misnomer, Shapiro’s “massively shared agency” adds to refutation of NT.  

 

Shared Policies  
 

• While alienated participants do not necessarily share a specific end with each other, they each share, with a planning authority, a policy (or 
general intention) of deference to the authority’s directives.  
 

• A shared policy (i.e. a shared general plural intention) can be characterized as a social rule of procedure guiding group action (Bratman, 
2019; following H.L.A Hart (1961) on social rules). Per Hart, rule-governed deference to authority is not a mere habit of obedience. 
 

The Insufficiency Thesis = collections, systems, or networks of individuals performing individual actions in the absence of a modicum of shared 
intentional action are insufficient to form group agents or organized institutions as we know them.  
 

SIA in Institutional Intentional Agency 
 

• Shared plural intentions (specific and general) are a key theoretical resource in modelling institutional activity.  
 

• Institutional participants come in a variety of profiles including conformists, imitators, automatons, fundamentalists and alienated 
participants.  
 

• Shared intentional agency has an important, though not universal, role to play in key interactions among various institutional participants 
and therefore a key explanatory role in explaining institutional reality.  


